California Marine Fire Fighting
Curriculum Planning Workshop

AGENDA

Southern California - Tuesday, February 22nd 2011 (0800 – 1400 Hours; Los Angeles/Long Beach; Venue TBD)
Northern California - Monday, March 21st 2011 (0800 – 1400 Hours; Oakland/San Francisco; Venue TBD)
Central California – Monday May 9th 2011 (0800 – 1400 Hours; Stockton/Sacramento; Venue TBD)

0730 REGISTRATION
0800 WELCOMING REMARKS
0815 PROGRAM OVERVIEW – What the Curriculum Plan will/will not do. Who owns the process. Need for commitment.
0830 MFF TRAINING PROBLEM DOMAIN DISCUSSION – Why does California need a MFF Curriculum Plan?
0900 STATUS OF CURRENT MFF TRAINING PROGRAMS: Who, What, When, Where, How and By Whom?
0915 BREAK
0930 STATUS OF CURRENT MFF TRAINING PROGRAMS: (continued)
1000 NEEDS ANALYSIS: What skill level is required? Who needs to be trained?
1100 BREAK
1115 MFF TRAINING SOLUTION DOMAIN: How do we mitigate the shortfalls on a State-Wide Basis?
1200 LUNCH (On Site Buffet)
1215 MFF TRAINING CURRICULUM PLAN DISCUSSION: How should it be structured? What sort of certification/approval is needed or wanted and why?
1315 WORKSHOP SUMMARY RE-CAP; FINAL PARTICIPANT COMMENTS
1400 ADJOURN